Performance of speech recognition system severely degrades in noisy environment. Considering this, in this work, we present a method to improve performance of a Mizo digit recognition system in different noisy conditions using data augmentation and tonal information. Mizo is a tonal language and each digit in Mizo is spoken with one of the four tones present in the language. Therefore, the tone contains information about the spoken digit. Tone is related to the excitation source and excitation source information is robust to noisy conditions when compared with the vocal tract information. Normalized cross correlation function, pitch and pitch dynamics are used as additional features to represent the tonal information and improvement is achieved in Mel frequency cepstral coefficient (MFCC) based baseline systems in noisy conditions. Data augmentation is another technique used in the literature for robust speech recognition. Use of data augmentation further improves the performance of the Mizo digit recognition.
Introduction
In tone languages, the meaning of the word changes with varying fundamental frequency (F0) patterns. Therefore inclusion of tone information in the automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems have resulted in improvement of recognition accuracy in tone languages. In case of Thai it has been reported that inclusion of tone information in ASR systems resulted in about 24% improvement in the recognition rate [1] . Similarly, about 20% improvement in recognition rate was achieved in the ASR system built for Mandarin Chinese [2, 3] . At the same time it is also noticed that under certain noise conditions, while vocal tract information is lost, fundamental frequency information is still retained. Pitch or fundamental frequency is an excitation source information and excitation source features are robust to noisy conditions [4] . In a study conducted on Japanese Newspaper Article Sentences database, it was noticed that inclusion of F0 information resulted in an absolute improvement of about 9% in noisy speech recognition [5] .
Multi-condition training data can increase robustness of an acoustic model. However, collection of acoustic data from all conditions is an expensive task. Data augmentation is another method for improving performance of an ASR system in noisy condition. Synthetically generated noisy data can be added to the training data to increase the variability of the data. In previous studies, data augmentation was performed for increasing robustness of deep neural network based acoustic modeling [6] . The pitch contours of the four Mizo tones produced by a female speaker [10] In another study, data augmentation was performed for reverberant speech recognition [7] . In our work, we synthetically generate noisy data by adding white Gaussian noise, high frequency channel noise and babble noise to the clean training data. This noisy data along with the clean data is used for training the acoustic model.
The language studied in this paper is Mizo (ISO 639-3 code: lus), a tonal language belonging to the Kuki-Chin subgroup of the Tibeto-Burman language family. It is spoken mainly in Mizoram state in the North-East of India by approximately 0.7 million people. Mizo has four contrastive tones, namely, High, Low, Rising and Falling [8, 9, 10] . A set of tonal minimal pairs in Mizo is shown in Table 1 . Previous acoustic studies on Mizo have reported that the four tones in Mizo are significantly different from each other in terms of their F0 slopes [10] . The High tone has a level F0 contour while the rest of the tones in Mizo have dynamic pitch contours. The Falling tone starts from the same point of the initiation as of the High tone and the Low tone, while remaining 9th International Conference on Speech Prosody 2018 13-16 June 2018, Poznań, Poland low, exhibits a falling contour. The Rising tone has an initial downward dip and then rises up from about 40% of the total duration. Figure 1 shows the pitch contour of the four tones in Mizo [10] . A perception test carried out with synthetic stimuli on native speakers of Mizo confirmed that the slope of the F0 contour is crucial in identification of Mizo tones [11] . Based on these observations, a method for automatic detection of tones was proposed, resulting in about 70% accuracy in correct classification of the four tones in Mizo [12] . Apart from the four tones mentioned, Mizo has Rising tone sandhi where the Rising tone becomes Low tone when it is followed by either High or Falling tone [13, 9, 14] . All syllables in Mizo words, including the numerals must be specified for one of the four tones in Mizo.
Mizo has a decimal numeral system with 10 digits from 0 to 9. These digits may be monosyllabic, disyllabic or trisyllabic words. Each digit is pronounced with any of the four tones or with the combination of the four tones. The tones associated with Mizo digits are shown in Table 2 . In this paper, we report our attempt at automatic recognition of Mizo digits in simulated noise, using F0 information, along with conventional MFCC features.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the database used in the study. Section 3 describes the baseline digit recognition system. Data augmentation and tonal information is presented in Section 4. Results are discussed in Section 5 and Section 6 summarizes and concludes the paper.
Mizo digit database
The database consists of 10 Mizo digits with each bearing any of the four Mizo tones mentioned in the previous section as shown in Table 2 . The speech recording of the digits was carried out in a sound attenuated recording booth at the Phonetics and Phonology Lab of IIT Guwahati, where 20 participants, all native speakers of Mizo, studying in Guwahati produced the digits. 11 of 20 speakers were male, and 9 were females. None of the participants reported having any speech and hearing impairment. The participants were given addition and subtraction tasks (for example, 1 + 2 = ?, 3 − 2 = ?), displayed on a computer screen to elicit the most natural utterances. The 10 digits were repeated 10 times by each speaker, resulting in a total of 2, 010 tokens (including 10 additional tokens) for the Mizo digits. The recordings were done by using a Tascam solid state recorder (DR MKII−100) connected to a Shure SM10A head-worn close-talk microphone. The recorded data were segmented and annotated by a native speaker using Praat. 16 speakers' (9 male, 7 female) data was used for training the system, and 4 speakers' (2 male, 2 female) data was used for testing. Hence, the system was trained by using 1, 600 tokens and was tested with 410 tokens.
Digit recognition system
In the digit recognition system reported in this paper, Mel frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) are used as features for capturing the vocal tract information. Gaussian mixture model (GMM), subspace Gaussian mixture model (SGMM) and deep neural network (DNN) are used for building the acoustic models in a Hidden Markov model (HMM)-based framework. Thus three different acoustic modeling techniques, namely, GMM-HMM, SGMM-HMM and DNN-HMM are used in order to build the baseline systems . Kaldi toolkit is used for building [15] . The methods are described in the following subsections.
GMM-HMM system
HMM based method is the most popular speech recognition method. HMM has the ability to model the sequential patterns present in the speech signal. In GMM-HMM system, GMM is used to model the acoustic data. For feature extraction, speech signal is pre-emphasized and conventional 13 dimensional MFCCs and their first and second order derivatives are extracted from a segment size of 25 ms for every 10 ms shift.
Context independent word models are built [16] using these 39 dimensional MFCC features. Each word model contains 3 left to right HMM states and each state contains a 16 mixture continuous density diagonal covariance GMMs.
SGMM-HMM system
Unlike the GMM-HMM where GMM parameters are estimated directly, a globally shared model subspace is used to estimate the model parameters in SGMM-HMM. Phonetic content and speaker variability are captured by these lower-dimension subspaces. The model has a more compact representation as the HMM states share the subspaces. This enables to train the SGMM-HMM system with limited data. To capture the contextual information, 13 dimensional MFCC features from 9 frames are concatenated. These frames include the current frame and 4 frames to the left and to the right of the current frame. Linear discriminant analysis is performed to reduce the feature dimension from 117 to 40. Further decorrelation is performed by using maximum likelihood linear transform. For speaker normalization feature-space maximumlikelihood regression is used. The system uses 400 numbers of Gaussians for training the universal background model. Number of leaves and Gaussians in the SGMM is considered to be 9000 and 7000, respectively. Subspace dimension and feature dimension are considered to be equal.
DNN-HMM system
In the DNN-HMM system, the emission probabilities at the states of the HMM are the posterior probabilities estimated by the neural network. The advantage of using DNN is to utilize its discriminative capabilities. Same 40 dimensional features described in the previous subsection are used for building the DNN-HMM system. Since the task is digit recognition and the data size is small, 2 hidden layers are used. A learning rate of 0.015 is used for first 20 epochs. After that the learning rate 
Data augmentation and tonal information
Data augmentation is performed by adding noise to the training data set. Three different noises namely, white Gaussian noise, babble noise and high frequency channel noise are added to the training data to create the noisy data. Three different levels of degradation with 10 dB, 15 dB and 20 dB SNR are used. We have not used the noisy data with 5 dB and 0 dB SNR levels, as very low quality training data may degrade the performance of the clean test data. White Gaussian noise is generated using MATLAB and babble and high frequency channel noises are obtained from Noisex database [17] . With 3 different types of noise for 3 different levels of degradation, the training data becomes 10 times larger than the original one. Tone information is captured in the form of pitch frequency. Kaldi pitch tracker is used for extracting the pitch feature [18] . Kaldi uses a highly modified version of the robust automatic pitch tracking (RAPT) algorithm [19] . The algorithm is based on finding the lag values that maximize the Normalized Cross Correlation Function (NCCF). NCCF represents the voicing information. It's value is high for the voiced regions and low for the unvoiced regions. For capturing the dynamics of the pitch, delta pitch feature (∆-pitch) is also calculated. The pitch, ∆-pitch and NCCF are used as additional features along with the MFCCs.
Results and discussion
The baseline digit recognition system is evaluated using MFCCs and three different acoustic modeling techniques, as described in Section 3. The results obtained for clean speech are shown in Table 3 . It can be seen that the word error rate (WER) is 0 for three different modeling techniques. The results are similar when NCCF, pitch and ∆-pitch are used as additional features, with a little increase (0.2%) in WER of GMM-HMM. When data augmentation is performed by adding the noisy data to the training set, the performance of the clean test set decreases, as indicated by an WER of 0.9% for the GMM-HMM system. Use of the tonal features improves recognition as WER reduces to 0.2%. Performance of other two systems using SGMM and DNN remained unaltered in all conditions. Table 6 shows the results for test speech degraded with white Gaussian noise. Five different levels of degradation is used for both normal and augmented training data. DNN-HMM shows the best performance among the three different acoustic modeling techniques. For the clean training data (without performing data augmentation), the performance gradually decreases as the level of degradation increases. A 60% WER is achieved for the 0 dB SNR case using DNN-HMM system with MFCC as feature. Recognition is better as WER is reduced to 46.5% when tonal features in form of NCCF, pitch and ∆-pitch are used with the MFCCs. For 5 − 20 dB SNR, the performance is found to be almost similar to the baseline. Significant improvement is observed in case of 0 dB, 5 dB and 10 dB SNR for the GMM-HMM and SGMM-HMM systems.
Use of data augmentation, where clean data is supplemented with noise induced data, in training, significantly increases the performance of all the systems in all levels of degradation. The best improvement is observed for the DNN-HMM system with MFCC feature, where the WER decreases from 60.0% to 13.6% in case of the 0 dB SNR. When tonal information is also used along with the MFCCs, the performance further increases. For 0 dB SNR, significant improvement is observed as WER decreases from 13.6% to 4.3% using the DNN-HMM system. Similar improvement in recognition is observed at 5 − 15 dB SNR and using GMM-HMM and SGMM-HMM acoustic models. Thus, with the inclusion of tone information and data augmentation, around 55% and 15% absolute improvements are achieved for 0 dB and 5 dB SNR, respectively. It can also be observed from the table that finally 0% WER is achieved for relatively lower SNR levels (10 dB, 15 dB and 20 dB).
Similar trend in digit recognition performance is observed for high frequency channel noise as well. Table 5 shows the results for the study using high frequency channel noise. DNN-HMM system shows the best performance among the three acoustic modeling techniques. When data augmentation is used, the performance of the DNN-HMM system for 0 dB SNR, improves as WER reduces from 35.6% to 4.3%. Similarly, performance at 5 dB SNR, recognition performance improves as indicated by the reduction of WER from 10.2% to 0.4%. These performances further improve, when tonal information is included in form of NCCF, pitch and ∆-pitch features, along with the MFCC features. The WER decreases from 4.3% to 3.1% for 0 dB SNR and for 5 − 20 dB SNR, WER 0% is achieved, indicating effectiveness of our proposed method.
Babble noise was also used for the study and experiments similar to the ones described in the previous paragraphs were performed. For babble noise, the results obtained after performing data augmentation was found to be significantly better than the baseline in case of 0 − 15 dB SNR. Again, use of tonal features also increased the performance at 5 dB and 10 dB SNR. However, for high level of degradation (0 dB), the tonal information fails to improve the performance and rather degrades compared to the baseline. We assume that such a decrease in performance is due to the presence of inherent pitch of the babbles. The pitch in the babble is captured as the power of target speech is the same as the babble. When tonal information is used on the augmented training data, an improvement in the performance is observed at 0 dB and 5 dB SNR, whereas recognition performance decreases by 0.2% at 10 dB SNR.
Summary and conclusion
This paper proposes a method to improve automatic digit recognition performance in noisy conditions, specifically in case of tone languages. The target language in this study, Mizo, is a tone language and therefore each digit in Mizo is associated with a particular tone or a particular sequence of tones. The pitch associated with the tones is less affected by noise compared to the vocal tract information. Considering this, we used tonal information as an additional feature in the digit recognition system and achieved improved performance for noisy test conditions. Performance of the system is further improved by using data augmentation. Three types of noise, namely, white Gaussian noise, high frequency channel noise and babble noise, are added to the training data and the noise added data is supplemented with the clean data.
The method is evaluated by using noise added testing data. At 0 dB SNR, around 55% and 32% absolute improvement is achieved for white Gaussian noise and high frequency channel noise, respectively. For comparatively lower SNRs, i.e., from 10 dB to 20 dB SNR for white Gaussian noise and from 5 dB to 20 dB SNR for high frequency channel noise, recognition performance is maximum, with 0% WER. Nevertheless, for babble noise with 0 dB SNR, the tonal information did not improve the performance in most of the cases due to the presence of tone in the noise.
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